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CLARK

LUNBERRY

T ~1E POETLE55 POEM
DEV IANT ENGLISH AND THE Pl\.R -P

TC

Uttering a word

is like striking
a note
on the keyboard
of rhe
imagination
-

Ludwig Wittgenstein

ou don't yourself until now from tomorrow."

Forming a part of a short essay describing a dream, the
above sentence is an example of the kind of writing
frequently encountered in the teaching of English as a
foreign language. Non-native students of English will
often speak and write in ways that, in addition to being
technically incorrect, seem both peculiar and provocative
to the native speaker. The individual words are often
recognized but the awkward manner in which they have
been combined creates obstacles that render their
meaning anywhere from interesting to incomprehensible.
The native speaker detects linguistic disruptions almost
immediately, possessing a seemingly instinetive awareness
of conventional boundaries and the limits of language.
Like a tongue exploring the roof of its own mouth,
abnormalities are quickly felt and focused upon.
However, regardless of the errors .. . regardless of the
awkwardness, there exists a fleeting moment in the mind
of the native speaker when, caught off-guard, the words
and sentences register and resonate with potential
meaning. The words join together and form an obscure,
opaque pattern. "You don't yourself .. " Though vague
and unsettled, the sentence incites fragile possibilities
and strange suggestions. " ... until now from tomorrow."
Like Wittgenstein's keyboard of the imagination, 1
language possesses rich musical qualities of tone and
texture, resonance and rhythm. These more mysterious,
less quantifiable elements of language are key factors in
determining everything from nuance to nonsense.
However, textbooks and dietionaries, language classes
and language teachers generally present only the most
contrived and standardized forms of English. They
ignore, perhaps inescapably, the more subtle and
intangible qualities of cultural context and linguistie
diversity. 2 In the process, what the
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IDLE TONGUE

students receive is a decontextualized,
choice of words seemingly random,
MOTHER TONGUE
abstract language which, in their eyes,
their use of grammar all but arbitrary,
is primarily an intricate and obscure
their awareness of syntax and rhythm
TONGUE-IN-CHEEK
web of words and phrases, rules and
nearly non-existent. And yet,
SPEAKING IN TONGUES
regulations. What they fail to hear is
mysteriously, paradoxically, they
CAT'S GOT YOUR TONGUE
the music of language, the visceral
remain afloat. Their words and
quality of words to strike and resonate
sentences, however mangled and
ON THE TIP OF THE TONGUE
within the imagination.
distorted, still manage somehow to
SLIP OF THE TONGUE
Imagine trying to teach a student to
convey traces of meaning and
HOLD YOUR TONGUE
swim by using textbooks, diagrams,
fragments of image.
explanations on the blackboard and
The native speaker reads the writing
TONGUE-TWISTER
various other classroom methods. The
of such students with a combination of
TONGUE-LASHING
student may weJJ understand aJJ that
horror and fascination. Perched on the
FORKED TONGUE
has been said, scoring high on essays
very edge of nonsense and
and examinations. This method of
TONGUE-TIED
incomprehensibility, the student has
teaching might become so
alarmingly pulled off a remarkable feat
institutionalized and accepted that the
of language. Unknown to its own
very real action of swimming in water is nearly forgotten.
creator, their deviant English is possessed of a power that
But then the day comes for the student to be thrown into
shakes the foundation of the native speaker's carefully
the pool. ... the real test! Will they sink or swim?
constructed house of language. What their writing
The non-native students of English may find
inadvertently demonstrates is that in spite of the
themselves in a similar, though perhaps less dramatic or
formalized and contrived English that they have been
dangerous situation. 3 They are suddenly thrown into the
taught, in spite of the errors and irregularities that they
cold water of English. Shocked by the chill and
employ, the language itself cannot be extinguished and
abandoned of all abstractions, the stunned student
rendered meaningless. The inherent power of individual
attempts various reckless maneuvers - a preposition
words and fragments to mean, to strike a note on the
thrown here, a modifier added there, articles and
keyboard of the imagination, reveals the limits and
adjectives tossed about everywhere. Their panicked
faJJibility of linguistic rules and testifies to the latent power
English is at times desperate and nearly delirious, their
and vitality of an expanded, outlaw language.

THE PARA-POETIC INTER-VIEWED
Somehow it seems
to fill my head
with ideas though I don't
exactly know
what they are.
Alice in Wonderland

Q: What is the para-poetic? 4
A: The para-poetic is any use of language that
accidentally or unconsciously employs words or
sentences in interesting and unexpected
arrangements. With the para-poetic, rules of correct
language use are often violated resulting in unusual
formations of grammar, word-choice, synt~x,
punctuation, spelling, etc .. However (and
significantly), these violations are not deliberate
transgressions but instead an unintentional straying
beyond boundaries otherwise unknown.
Q: Who writes para-poetry?
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A: The most interesting examples come from those who
fall between languages. For my purposes I have
focused upon the writing of non-native, low-tointermediate level Japanese students of English. Their
weaknesses with the language, their lack of poetic
pretention, combined with the radically different
structure of the Japanese languag:- often generate
extraordinary inter-lingual effects.
Q: How is para-poetry written?
A: Varying according to individual ability, the student's
level of English generally allows a limited and
insecure grasp over what they are trying to say. Their

bond with the mother-tongue remaining strong, they
commonly attempt to transfer thoughts directly from
one language into another. Though discouraged from
doing so, the students often pre-write their essays in
their native language. Later they go back through
with a Japanese-English dictionary in the frenzied but
feeble hope of finding approximate equivalents. Not
surprisingly, in this situation and for their purposes
the dictionary does more harm than good. It is clearly
not the bridge between languages that they bad
intended it to be.
Q: Do the students know that they've been para-poetic?

A: No! Understanding some of the particulars, they miss
the overall tone and texture. As was suggested
before, they are generally not attempting to be poetic
or particularly creative. They are in most cases simply
struggling to use the English they possess while
fulfilling a modest homework assignment. It is
precisely through their absence of creative intention
that they succeed. They are not using language
poetically but rather language is using them parapoetically! They are not innovators, they are not
poets, they are vectors of influence through which
language is filtered and scattered about .... surrogates
whose brains and bodies are used to conceive
otherwise unforeseen results.
Q: What makes the writing 'para-poetic' and not simply
bad English?
A: Interestingly, it is both. lo fact, it is precisely through
its badness that it is good. As it fails on one level, it
succeeds on another - presenting forms of language
that, though technically incorrect or conventionally
awkward, remain strange and evocative. For the
native speaker who reads a student's writing, the
reassuringly familiar nature of language is quite
radically disrupted. Yes, it is full of errors, an affront
to 'fine writing,' but through its benign disregard of
linguistic and poetic conventions a remarkable
freshness and aberrant vitality emerges.
Q: Is it really possible to write poetically without trying
to - in other words , to 'be a poet and not know it'?

A: Yes 1 In fact, the opposite situation is often a much
greater obstacle - the poet trying t.oo hard , full of
intention, sound and fury signifying ... too much and
nothing ... simultaneously. The weaknesses and whims
of individual ego so often produce at best a selfindulgent boast or a cloying confession. Language is
arrogantly assumed to be a tool that one controls
towards some kind of precise description of a delicate
inner event. Perhaps it is just as much the contrary
that is true - we are the tool and language is in
control of us. And besides, language probably has
more to say than we ever could. We get in tue way
of allowing language to speak!5 The para-poet doesn't
for a moment forget the immensity and strangeness
of language. Never boasting any mastery, the nonnative student remains humble and beholden before
the power and complexity of this impenetrable

network of signs. They do not presume to manipulate
its meanings and are instead , either consciously or
unconsciously, receptive to language's cunning
manipulations.
Q: What is the relation of the para-poetic to the more
conventional language of the native speaker?
A: Language is an h.istorical repository of inherited forms
of communication and expression. Born of context
and situation, language emerges from the needs and
desires of a culture and a community. lt is larger than
the individual because it precedes the individual.
Absorbed and assimilated from birth, we are precisely
our own linguistic limits and language far exceeds our
own capacity to use it. We breathe our language as
a vital, sustaining element - a life-giving force.

Language is a thick, pressurized substance, an
atmospheric event comprised of words, expressions,
me taphor, rhythm, tones, tropes , textures, tenses,
noises, nuance and nonsense .. .. Inevitably and
necessarily , the culture that produces language also
confmes it. Left to its own devices, it can quickly
break through boundaries meant to hold it in.
Inherently promiscuous, language is divided by a
fragile barrier separating carefully contained
expression from the perverse screams of a madman.
Belonging to another language and another culture,
it is this delicate boundary that the non-native student
is not in a position to fear nor respect. They cross
the line of correct, conventional language use not out
of courage or curiousity but out of ignorance .... like
a child innocently straying beyond the fenced-in
playground out onto the raging freeway.
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WHERE ARE WE? WHEN ARE WE?

Language is a labyrinth of paths.
You approach from one side
and know your way abour;
you approach the same place
from another side and
no longer know where you are.

- Wittgenstein

Before presenting a larger group of student writings I'd
like to make a more detailed examination of two
individual examples of the para-poetic - one full of
errors, the other containing only a few. Perhaps a more
concrete and specific analysis will yield some
understanding of what makes the para-poetic poetic.
The following piece of writing was done by a 19-year
old Japanese college student. The assignment was to write
a paragraph describing sounds heard at night.
One night when my parents are going on a trip, I'll go
to bed in my room. Then I heard sound of window's
broken from the first floor. I was very surprised and
went down stairs with fearful. Then clock has just
strnck twelve. In outside, a dog is howling and I heard
siren of a police car. I got weirder and weirder. I
opened door of living room. Then the phone has just
rung.

Full of outrageous and fascinating "errors," this
paragraplJ is a remarkable example of the parapoetic.
Along with the many incorrect and incongruous elements
contained within it, perhaps the most striking and
disorienting feature is the student 's use - or abuse - of
verb tense. Taken so much for granted by the native
speaker, it remains a thorn in the side of the non-native
student even after years of study. However, to incorrectly
or inconsistently conjugate the verbs describing an event
is to deny a solid foundation from which that event can
be imagined. Verb tense has the fundamental and, one
could say, metaphysical function of situating the subject
in time, structurally sustaining frames of temporal
perception. Lacking a strong and unsb.ifting point of view,
any and all action fails to settle and cohere upon an
orderly time line. This violation of linear development
presents a radically unstable stage upon which seemingly
little in telligible or coherent could occur. And yet,
something does occur. Regardless of the errors and
irregularities, language is not neutralized nor rendered
impotent. Though employed with a degree of blindness,
language still functions as a generator of images and
meanings. With the para-poetic, events don't simply
unfold, they unravel in ways that defy and challenge
conventional methods of description.
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With a focus on verb tense, look again at the student's
piece of writing. Suspend for a moment your demand for
linguistic correctness. Forget this was written by an
insecure student. Forget that it was written in response
to a humble homework assignment. Treat th.is piece of
writing as a found artifact of language existing beyond
'good' or 'evil'. Follow her through the description just
as it is provided, move with each of the twisting tenses,
allow yourself to be swept about in the chaotic flow of
words and images.
The student begins with the temporal designation,
" One night ... " From this, the reader immediately locates
the action, assuming that the events about to unfold will
occur in the past. However, midway through the sentence
we are suddenly shifted into the present continuous as we
hear that the parents are "going on a trip." Already
wavering between two times (Where are we? When are
we?) , she then proposes a third - announcing in the
future tense that she "will go to bed." Within one
sentence, we find ourselves inhabiting three distinct time
zones. As if that isn't confusing enough, she then begins
her next sentence by disorienting us even further dropping us solidly back into the simple past with "Then
I heard ... " She proceeds along in this manner through
two sentences and we quickly adjust to our placement in
the past, perhaps thinking that we've finally settled. But
no! With tlJe next sentence we are pulled back into the
present with the present perfect (appropriately enough
with the striking of a clock). Settling for a moment in the
present where a " dog is howling" we then slide back into
the past with the "heard siren of a police car." The action
proceeds in the past and we seem again to be settling but
only to be struck by the final coup de grace: a sudden
acceleration towards a conclusion in the present perfect
- " the phone has just rung."
The events of this story unravel as though seen on a
video screen. However, instead of a linear development
of action, one watches the story with a remote-control
gone haywire. We push the 'play' button and the action
begins. As the story progresses, the ' rewind' button is
accidentally hit. In a panic to readjust, the 'fast-forward'
is pressed. However it's held too long so when the 'play'
is re-activated we' ve gone too far. O ut of frustration we
hit 'pause' and stop all the action .... Take a breath, then

once more, the ·rewind,' Over-shooting again we hit the
'play' and for a moment re-watch a part of the story
already seen. Recognizing it as from the past, we again
'fast-forward' and this whole process goes on and on and
on.... a desperate search to re-locate the vanished but
remembered present - the point in the story that has
been so frustratingly, elusively lost.
In addition to the subject of tense and the subsequent
confusion of temporal location, an analysis of this writing
also demonstrates an equally disorienting and equally
interesting depiction of space. The most obvious and
intriguing example is the student's use of the technically
incorrect combination "in outside ... " from the sentence
" lo outside, a dog is bowling ... " Though 'incorrect', the
use of the preposition "in" before "outside" is a clear and
fascinating example of the para-poetic. Presumably
derived directly from the Japanese equivalent "soto de"
the student has perhaps speculated that because in
Japanese the word for 'outside' (solo) is grammatically
joined by the preposition for 'in' (de), a literal translation
should reproduce both words. However, with English the
'in' before the 'outside' strangely and evocatively acts to
mentaUy con.fine and place boundaries around a
conceptual space that in standard linguistic terros must be
left WI-bounded. For the native English speaker, the

FIRST LANGUAGE = MOTHER TONGUE
SECOND LANGUAGE = (STEP) MOTHER TONGUE ?

word 'outside' immediately and instinctively conjures up
in the mind a boundless spatial range. 6 When one is
'outside,' one is necessarily not 'in' anything. By
modifying •outside,' a conflict immediately arises as a
finite and more specific space is envisioned. With
conventional language use, being "in outside" is simply
not permitted and the conscientious English teacher
marks it wrong and corrects it. The expression is
withdrawn from circulation as though violating some
immutable laws of linguistic logic or even more,
challenging undefined metaphysical concepts of space.
HOWEVER, as para-poetry, "In outside" is permitted
and, as anyone with an open ear to language will know ,
this simple, two word, 'incorrect' combination succeeds
in evoking a conceptual image otherwise denied by
conventional, correct language.

Words strain,
Crack and sometimes break under the burden,
Under the tension, slip, slide, perish,
Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place,
Will not stay still.
-T.S. Eliot

The second example of student writing is of a very
different nature from what we have just seen. Written by
another Japanese college student, the student's technical
ability is remarkably high and her i.magjnative description
of a dream is impressive. As you will see, she has little
problem with verb tense, remaining consistently anchored
in the past. Io fact, this writing just barely passes as parapoetic. It is almost too good - there arc very few errors
and the power of the student's images is seemingly not
accidental. However, the errors it does possess are
forceful, transforming the intended meaning of essential
details. Demonstrating a more subtle manifestation of
the para-poetic, an already 'good' essay unconsciously
engenders a deviant variation of itself.
I was studying in room. I was using dictionary to look
up word meaning. Suddenly, word disappeared. I was

surprised and I turned over two or three pages. All
page's word disappeared. Then, red spot appeared in
the white pages. It became bigger and bigger. At that
time I woke up. And I searched for my dictionary. I
found the last page was stained with red spot. And I
took the other book and turned over the pages. All
page's word disappeared. Then I looked at myself in
the mirror. All the word was sticked in my face. I
shouted and I went down the stairs in a hurry. I went
to my parent's bedroom . I shouted again. My parent's
face was pitch-black.

This student's description of a dream is vivid and
powerful. Like so many dreams, almost everything is
precisely as it should be - familiar people, familiar
objects, familiar rooms. What stands out for the
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sic (sik, sek) adv. Latin. Thus;
so. Used in written texts to
indicate that a surprising or
paradoxical word, phrase, or
fact is not a mistake and is to
be read as it stands.

dreamer. .. what stands out for the reader, are the
incongruous details, minor alterations that disrupt
habitual expectations. In this piece of writing the parapoetic element is seen in the subtle descriptive features,
small errors that create vagueness and incite an
underlying confusion. The inherent strangeness of a
dream is surreptitiously enhanced through accidental slips
of linguistic precision.
One of the recurring and interesting errors in this
essay involves the use , or mis-use, of definite and
indefinite articles. Like verb conjugation, the application
of articles before nouns is very much second-nature to a
native speaker of English, but remains a problem and
point of confusion for the non-native student. Th.is is
often especially difficult for many Japanese students
because their language essentially lacks anything
comparable to an article. They are therefore obliged to
develop and deploy a linguistic form for a concept that
their language does not possess. Even more, in many
ways the Japanese language exhibits a calculated,
systemic vagueness, a determined and desired imprecision
that conflicts with the detailed and precise descriptions
afforded by articles. Reflecting a cultural attitude as much
as a linguistic one, there is a kind of built-in resistance
to the more rigid, tightly defined frame of reference
imposed by English. In fact, students are often both
puzzled by articles and reluctant to bother with them at
all; seeming so insignificant, a student once insisted to
me that "it's not important" whether articles are used or
not. She continued, "You understand what I mean even
if I forget 'a' or 'the'. " 7 Of course, this student is partially
correct. We do basically understand what is meant wllen
we read something like, "I was using dictionary to look
up word meaning. . ." What the protesting student fails
to realize is that the absence of an article is immediately,
almost physically felt by the native speaker - like having
a small but cherished piece of furniture suddenly vanish
from a familiar room.
In addition to this rhythmic irregularity, an even more
subtle destablization of meaning is produced. For
example, to say "I was using dictionary to look up
word ... " is to leave vague a noun's precise position and
function . The purpose of articles, both definite and
indefinite, is to signal a noun and specify its intended
application. Failing to use them correctly creates an
ambiguity in which the status of a noun remains obscure.
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To say "word" but not "a word" or "the word" is to evoke
an odd, generalized image possessing for the native
speaker subtlety different connotative potential. Using a
dictionary to "look up word ... " could suggest a possible
search for all words, words-in-general, an abstract
condition of WORD-ness that transcends the particular
and evokes the idealized. Granted, such bizarre
implications are generally not seriously, consciously
considered by the native speaker but on an unconscious
level they strike a note that irrepressibly generates
fragments of image and moments of meaning. If only for
a fraction of a second, error is not read as error but is
instead registered in the mind as possibility; received,
imagined ... and then quickly, too quickly, dismissed as
technically incorrect and therefore undeserving of
consequence or attention. The logic of linguistic
organization reaffirms itself and the aberrant English
soon dissipates into non-sense. However, it is from this
darker realm of language's excess, 8 in that fleeting,
imaginative moment prior to the restoration of order,
that errors and inconsistencies emerge and the parapoetic is born.
Further reinforcing the general, unspecific nature of
the noun is the student's use of the singular for what is
presumably plural. With the sentence "All the page's
word disappeared," the more conventional, appropriate
manner of writing would perhaps be " All the words on
the page disappeared." The careful language teacher
would correct the sentence by rearranging the word
order, inserting the definite article, making plural the
singular, more or less insisting upon this one form of
writing.
An additional rich example of singular/plural confusion
can be seen in the final sentence of the paragraph .. . "My
parent's face was pitch-black." By failing to make plural
her parents' faces, the student creates a compelling image
in which two logically distinct elements have been
conceptually fused into one. Manifesting a kind of
Freudian condensation, the student convincingly
represents the unstable mehtal processes and disrupted
perception of an actual dream . Within a dream, it is
entirely plausible that the faces of parents would in fact
be condensed and experienced as one. The student's
'error' represents a fusing of the linguistic and the
psychic, inadvertently but convincingly depicting a
dream's visual presence.

However, the wide-awake and inflexible logic of
conventional language would once again insist upon a
more technically accurate description .... providing the
parents with "faces," not "face." The student would be
required to correct the situation, dispel the vagueness,
and return us to the rational precision of a stable, distinct
depiction. But in the process, the rich and compelling
resonance of the parent's singular "face" would be lost,
the linguistic manifestation of dream condensation
denied.

One great part of every human existence is passed
in a state that cannot be rendered sensible
by the use of wideawake language,
cutanddry grammar and
goahead plot.
-

James Joyce

n conclusion I will now present a group of para-poetic
writings. All of the writings included were collected from
assignments from different Japanese college students. 9 In
the two examples of student writing already discussed,
numerous factors have been pointed out as contributing
to form the para-poetic. With the first example there was
the inconsistent use of verb tense and the unconventional
application of a preposition. With the second example it
was a confusion of the singular and the plural and the
irregular use of defirtite and indefinite articles. These are
only a few instances of the kinds of errors frequently
encountered with student writings and in the pages that
follow numerous others will be seen . However, the point
of para-poetry is not " error analysis" but rather a kind
of error enjoymen1; a pleasure derived from a playful,
liberating, inadvertently poetic application of language.
Presented from here on out without comment, the
student's writings have been reproduced as faithfully as
possible, maintaining the errors and irregularities as they
were originally found.

Sounds me hear from a window is many sounds every days.
Sounds of raining, it makes me melancoly lonely
and become wanted to see someone.
Sounds of wind, it gives me fine and become a fresh
and become wanted 10 go out.
Sounds of songs of birds I get up as if alarm clock.
My feelings is simple as if be influenced by sound.
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j
They are really strange guys. They love sake, Tobaco, women
and other all bad things. They love break the regulation.
And They don't have few money. Guys always say only something like
dream. They are the worst person I had ever seen.
But I love them. My bad company was formed by six person.
"A really importnt thing can't see", said Antoine de Saint-Exupery.
I was teached it by them. When I talk to them about UFO, God, Stars,
nature, make love .... etc. I'm very very happy. I promised that
we'll fly in the sky someday.
And they are pure in the world, They are kind to their friends.
They are the important person by me. They are my all.
I've been on top of the world since I met them.

'

'ti ct,Ji\Jl.to \J y,,
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The day I was alone at home by noon.
My mother came back home noon.
She said "Grandfather?"
I went to see his room.
Then he was died.
He was old age.
I'm sorry that I noticed his dead.
He looks like a sleeping, but his body became a cold.

-

One day, I was cheerful that day.
Because it's sunnny and enjoyed with my friends
with talking a lot all night yesterday.
I can't suppose tomorrow's things.
Well, that's anybody.
But there is embarrassing experience anybody, isn't there?
I only did an embarrassing experience, didn't I?
111 explain that my embarrassing story.
I come to a toilet.
And I come to a toilet.
Then Suddenly, The door opened.
What's shame!!
My face is red quickly.
I closed as soon as opened the door.
But I couldn't go out for a few moments.
I was first time such feeling - as on embarrassing.
I hied going out with brave,
no longer,
Nobody was.
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ii/ hove gi'oduate<! from college witf3?ut noticing such a thing.
. k
th1 ug hI .I
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I th,n
I Pry to rec~ id er my ·c•o
.
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4. In l 991 I published the essay, "The Accidental
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l,, ~ >,,;w.allUhe· STreet wltt):._91y mother.
But I look away here_..and there.
I l'alk to my mother, but· no answer.
{
1;tplk to her again, but no answer.
~
,.
1- I
_ ~ • -J · 1
!' got o~gp and shout "Motherll"
· ~/:\,'- I looked-~ my ~other, but She wasn't my mother. .

P

1. Wrttgenstein, Ludwig. l 953. Philosophical
lnvesligations. London: 8osil Blackwell Lid. This
quotation con be found in Part l, Section 6.
2. Jeon-Jacques Lecercle, o French profe.sor of English
hos elaborated on this poinf in his insightful book,
Philosophy lhro11gh the Loolcing Glew (La Solle,
Illinois: Open Court, l 985), •A$ o teacher of English,
af ne,cessity imposing on my students the standard
dialect, I know that I am passing on a ve,.ion of the
language that most English speoke,. would laugh al."
3. Perhaps the donge" ore more real than I hod
supposed. In October, 1992 the Jopo.nese high
school exchange, student, Yoshihiro Hattori, was shot
and killed in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in port, it is
assumed, bocouse he foiled lo understand !he
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-a lk to~ dl!ferent.
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I dreamed that I became -t ,ansparency person.
-r'-.A ~t I went to·neighbor house and I saw neighbor active.

fact ~riously husband neig ~_;. ~

\

\

~-

In

wn a man of taste wears a

fe male d.res5t / v f'-./f C,
'
I thought 'ihat I cannot bear the sigbt of man. But I doubt my
,,. ete the moment that I saw him.
~
The s econd I got on by airplain and I went to bave a secret
longmg the Medltenanean Sea.
~
Therefore I make the best most af tt.._,ansparency person and I
ate alot of tasty food and r went to an}'V(li'ere. Of course I stayed
delux hotel for a long time. I met famoJ-s Madonna in the front of
(' delux hotel. I make the best of trans
tncy person again and I
'-... touc;hed her big br st and very cute hjp
adomm seemed to vepj weiid._, I
,
-r-rl Ii .l
l ('1- ....C'-0 2
hav e '11ot-. con.nect1on:~. Madonna 'i:n.sOJJY.
~
'I J
.
The third I haven't bad enougb'·of \ had a bath the men's water.
~
s cu·rioue about men' s body and stared. Just there my body
ugbt to vanisb, strange to say gradu~ come in sight.
To tell the truth, if my body Is splas~witb bot water, if will
h. But I had forgot tben.
d an the contrary I was stal'ed by
I was very ashamed.
Then I have never become uanspacency person.
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9.

Emergence of the Poro-Poette• in the Bulletin of the
Suzugomine Women's Collsge Cultural and Socio/
Science studies, Vol. 38 (Hiroshima, Japan). In that
essay I introduced the concept of the poro•poeijc
and attempted lo provide on historical confext for
looking al student writings from o literary perspective.
The notion of language speaking hos beeo
elaborated on and developed by Martin Heidegger.
"Mon acts os though he were the shaper and masfer
of language, while in fact language remains the
mosfer of man.. For strictly, it is language tho! speaks.
Mon first speaks when, and only when, he responds
to language by listening to ifs oppeol." From Martin
Heidegger's "Poetically man dwells..." in Poetry,
Language, Thought, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New
Yori.:: Harper & Row, 1971), pp. 215-216.
In the book Melcphor, We Live By by George
lakoff and ,',\ark John.an (Chicago: The Unive,.ity
of Chicago Press, l 980), this idea is expanded
fvrther with the di.\tussion of •container metopho,.:
(pp.29-30).
The student Yoshiko Iwata mode these comment..
Due to her excellent bu! incomplete English,
conveoalians with her hove proven valuable in
exploring some of the smaller, more sub~e etTOfS in
English and their eff~ in conveying (or preventing)
o meaning or o point of view.
In Jeon-Jacques Locercle's The Violence of Longuage
{London: Routledge, 1990), he speaks of the some
phenomenon of language', excess and refe,. to it
os "the remainder." "language is no longer o mere
instrument, it seems to hove acquired o life of ih
own. Language speoiis, it follows its own mythm, ih
own partial coherence, it proliferates in apparent,
sometimes violenf, chaos_ There is another side to
language, one that escapes the ling11ist's attention,
nal because of his temporary failure or failings, bu!
for nocessory reasons. This dork side emerges in
nonsensical ood poetic texts, in the illumination of
mystics ond the delirium of logophiliocs or mental
patients... I hO\le called it 'the remainder'." (pp.5-6)
I'd like to thank the following student. for contribu~ng
their writings to this essay: Shiho Takahashi, Koori
Miura, Yoko Higashi, Miko lmoe, Naomi Oue,
Tomoko Manto, Kumi Komada, Yumiko Shigeoko,
Maki Nokokoge, Kcm.,mi Nobon, Yasuko Miyamoto
and Yuko Abe.
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